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John Justin Wyeth – Estate Planning Philosophy
All adults have some experience with death. A grand parent, parent, sibling, spouse or
other relative, or a friend may have passed under any number of circumstances. It is a
time of grief, mourning and a time for reflection. It is not a good time for taking care of
important financial details and/or decisions. Yet, established societal norms have
taught that there is no choice.
John Wyeth teaches that you do have a choice, and it’s a lot easier than you might
think. A choice to provide a plan that is developed while all are alive and well. A plan
that is well understood. Understood by its maker and by those that survives the maker.
A plan that allows abundant time for gentle and compassionate grieving to take
precedence at the time of death -- because the decisions have already been made, and
there is little left to do.
Experience has demonstrated the value of such a plan for the maker and for the
beneficiaries, alike. The maker dwells in the satisfaction of a job well done, no loose
ends left for others to tie up. The beneficiaries are freed from doubt, worry and
uncertainty, and live confidently knowing what the future holds, even after the loss that
they hope will never come.
For them, knowledge replaces worry, certainty replaces the unknown, and organization
replaces chaos. Simply put, it’s -- a plan. Avoiding probate, reducing costs including
taxes, and safeguarding assets are just fortunate byproducts of the plan whose real
value is summed up in one word – Peace.
John Justin Wyeth – Biography
John has established Wyeth Law as a general practice law firm with emphasis on business, estate
planning (wills/trust/probate), and real estate matters. He is a graduate of the University of Illinois (B.S.
Accounting) and the John Marshall Law School (Graduating with Honors). Upon graduation from the U.of
I., he passed the CPA exam. While never practicing accounting, the background has proven very
valuable in dealing with business and personal financial matters.
John has completed training with the National Network of Estate Planning Attorneys, is a current member
of the Illinois State Bar Association, the DuPage County Bar Association where he served as Chairman of
the Corporation Law Committee, and Wealth Counsel, a national organization of estate planning lawyers.
John lives in Yorkville with his wife, Barb. He is the father of Grant, Dwight, Adam and Erica. They are all
members of the Cross Lutheran Church in Yorkville.
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